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FIG. 10: Isosurface and surface plot of C(!y) for a 10-sweep
smeared T-shape source with quark positions as in the seventh
configuration of Table I. The maximum expulsion is 8.3% and
the isosurface is set to 4.4%. Further details are described in
the caption of Fig. 6.

FIG. 11: Isosurface and surface plot of C(!y) for a 10-sweep
smeared Y-shape source with quark positions as in the seventh
configuration of Table I. The maximum expulsion is 8.3% and
the isosurface is set to 4.4%. Further details are described in
the caption of Fig. 6.

FIG. 12: Isosurface and surface plot of C(!y) for a 10-sweep
smeared L-shape source with quark separations of " = 10.
The maximum expulsion is 8.8% and the isosurface is set to
4.4%. Further details are described in the caption of Fig. 6.

tive three-quark potential for the various quark positions,
source shapes and Euclidean time evolutions. The vac-
uum expectation value for W3Q is

!W3Q(!)" =
!
!

n=0

Cn exp(#a Vn !), (4)

where Vn is the potential energy of the n-th excited state
and Cn describes the overlap of the source with the n-
th state. The e!ective potential is extracted from the
Wilson loop via the standard ratio

a V ("r, !) = ln

"

W3Q("r, !)

W3Q("r, ! + 1)

#

. (5)

If the ground state is indeed dominant, plotting V as a
function of ! will show a plateau and any curvature can
be associated with excited state contributions. Statistical
uncertainties are estimated via the jackknife method [16].

Our results for the various quark positions and source
shapes are shown in Fig. 16. All small shapes are stable
against noise over a long period of time evolution and
even some of the largest shapes show some stability be-
fore being lost into the noise.

Robust plateaus are revealed for the first four quark
positions of Table I for the T and Y shape sources. This
suggests the ground state has been isolated and indeed
the four lowest e!ective potentials of the T- and Y-shape
sources agree. This result was foreseen in the qualita-
tive analysis where Figs. 6 and 7 for the T- and Y-shape
sources respectively displayed the same correlations be-
tween the action density and the quark positions.

Conversely, the disagreement between Figs. 10 and 11
indicates the ground state has not been isolated in one
or possibly both cases. Indeed the nontrivial slopes of
the seventh e!ective potentials of Fig. 16 for the Y- and
T-shape sources confirm this. On the other hand, the
curves are su"ciently flat to estimate an e!ective poten-
tial at small values of ! , and given knowledge of the node
position from our qualitative analysis, one can make con-
tact with models for the e!ective potential.

The expected "r dependence of the baryonic potential
is [2, 4]

V3Q =
3

2
V0 #

1

2

!

j<k

g2CF

4#rjk
+ $L , (6)

where CF = 4/3, $ is the string tension of the qq̄ poten-
tial and L is a length linking the quarks. There are two
models which predominate the discussion of L; namely
the # and Y ansätze.

In the #-ansatz, the potential is expressed by a sum
of two body potentials [4]. In this case L = L!/2 =
3!dqq"/2 where L! is the sum of the inter-quark dis-
tances. In the Y-ansatz [2, 6], L = LY = 3!rs" is the
sum of the distances of the quarks to the Fermat point.

Sergei Dubovsky 
CCPP (NYU)



This talk is a mix of a review of well-known facts 
and personal questions/confusions/hallucinations. 

Apologies for the absence of refs.

Thank you to people who were thinking with me about these 
topics:

 Jack Donahue  
Raphael Flauger  
Victor Gorbenko  

Guzman Hernandez-Chifflet  
Mehrdad Mirbabayi



Where do UV and IR meet each other?

✴UV Meets the IR: Effective Field Theory Bounds from QFT to 
String Theory
suggests the date happens in the IR: UV descends 
down to establish the commandments for the IR

✴Can it be another way around?
IR principles determine what happens in the UV 



In QFT we are used to set the rules of the game (microscopic 
d.o.f.’s and their fundamental interactions) in the UV and work 

out the rest from there 

Gravity apparently changes this—we don’t need a Planck scale 
LHC to deduce what happens in transplanckian collisions— 

we know the answer: Black Holes form and evaporate

Remarkably, we are learning now that semiclassical 
gravitational path integral is smart enough to know that 

Hawking evaporation is a unitary process 

The very same process precludes one from defining local 
observables suggesting that  the notion of subplanckian 

microscopic d.o.f. is moot



The simplest toy system illustrating how starting from 
the IR one can deduce the rest:

A single long free critical (super)string

Classical Nambu-Goto action describes 
an integrable classical system with the 

time delay given by
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Enforcing this classical (~IR) geometrical principle 
as an exact quantum statement one would write a 

phase shift of the form

e2i�(s) = eis`
2
s/4

This is indeed the correct worldsheet S-matrix of a 
critical string

Describes (an integrable) model of 2d gravity with 
    playing the role of the Planck length
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Ŝn(pi) = ei`
2/4

P
i<j pi⇤pjSn(pi)

Gravitational dressing of a general 2d QFT

S-matrix of any 2D QFT“dressed” S-matrix 

pi ⇤ pj = ✏↵�p
↵
i p

�
j

Challenges the hierarchy problem



      Gravitational dressing =  deformationTT̄

space of EFT’s

T T̄
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IR theory

trajectory in theory space
(RG trajectory if IR theory is a CFT)

IR seed theory fully determines the UV
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The role of gravity here is to introduce dynamical 
“clocks and rods” X’s (aka relational observables; 

also very similar to target space coordinates for a string) 

Gravitational dressing indeed describes a 
theory of gravity

No “new physics”/d.o.f.’s in the UV. Gravitational 
scattering comes about from stretching of the space-time 

as a result of using these dynamical clocks and rods.

As a curiosity, positive  theory provides an example of   
a UV completion of the “wrong sign” superluminal theories

Λ



Are there other theories with similar UV behavior 
hopefully, with more rich dynamics ?

Yes, there is a large class of physically 
interesting and poorly understood theories. 

All what one needs to do is to replace a critical 
string with a confining one.



Consider confining QCD-like theories with 
adjoint matter (pure glue is the primary 

example), and take the planar ’t Hooft limit.

Low-energy dynamics is still described by Nambu-
Goto, but the full theory is in general non-integrable.

At first sight high-energy dynamics is completely 
disconnected from what happens in the IR now. 
The relevant degrees of freedom should be QCD 

partons.
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hard collision

zigzag

time

FIG. 1: High energy worldsheet scattering at D = 2 proceeds

through a hard collision followed by a prolonged zigzag phase.

Given the underlying gauge theory is asymptotically free
it is natural to assume that the high energy limit of the
worldsheet scattering is largely determined by these ge-
ometric considerations.

To test the ASA further one needs to understand how
asymptotic freedom of the bulk theory translates into the
properties of the high energy worldsheet scattering. As
phrased so far the worldsheet dynamics appears to be
rather disconnected from perturbative QCD.

Recently a progress in this direction was achieved via
the analysis of the D = 2 case [4]. A pure Yang–Mills
theory at D = 2 is topological and exactly solvable even
at finite Nc [21–26]. To introduce local dynamics one
considers, following [27–29], a version of the model with
additional massive adjoint (s)quarks. At heavy (s)quark
masses, m`s � 1, the model can be treated perturba-
tively. The worldsheet theory arises as a subsector in
a discrete ✓-vacuum [30]. Each adjoint (s)quark field  

maps into a color singlet excitation on the worldsheet.
The color flux of (s)quarks can be thought to be screened
by infinitely heavy fundamental charges at spatial infin-
ity, which produce a flux tube. Multiparticle states on
the worldsheet are created by single trace operators of
the form

On = TrPe
i
H
A
 1 . . . n , (3)

where n is the number of particles. High energy scatter-
ing on the worldsheet is indeed dominated by time delays
proportional to the collision energy. The scattering pro-
ceeds through the formation of zigzag configurations, see
Fig. 1, which are responsible for the geometric time delay.
When an elusive gravitational description of the world-
sheet dynamics is achieved zigzags are expected to map
into black holes.

Focusing on the worldsheet dynamics brings in an ad-
vantage that the worldsheet theory always lives in two di-
mensions independently of the dimensionalityD of an un-
derlying gauge theory. This makes it straightforward to
uplift the knowledge gained in the analytically tractable

D = 2 case into higher dimensions. Of course, the pres-
ence of massless gluons precludes a direct perturbative
analysis at D = 3, 4 in certain regimes. However, it
is not unreasonable to expect the major qualitative fea-
tures present in the perturbative regime to survive also
at strong coupling.
In particular, analogously to (3), in D > 2 pure glue

theories the wordsheet excitations are created by insert-
ing the gluon field strength inside the Polyakov loop. Let
us consider a long confining string stretched along z di-
rection in the D = 4 case. Then one expects to find
one-particle excitations corresponding to operators

Oi = TrPe
i
H
z A

Fzi , Oa = TrPe
i
H
z A

Fij , (4)

where i = x, y label transverse spatial directions. Oi op-
erators match quantum numbers of the Goldstone modes
and are guaranteed to produce massless worldsheet exci-
tations. The Oa operator matches the quantum numbers
of the worldsheet axion. The corresponding excitation
is not protected and expected to acquire a mass and to
be unstable. In the lattice description operators (4) are
obtained by inserting into the Polyakov loop either a pla-
quette along one of the longitudinal directions (Oi’s), or
in the transverse plane (Oa). At D = 3 one is left with
a single longitudinal plaquette.
This completely demystifies the ASA—it reduces to

the statement that the wordsheet theory has the mini-
mal excitation spectrum compatible with the bulk matter
content. This also provides a dual view of the Goldstone
modes. Low energy Goldstone modes, as well as their co-
herent multiparticle excitations, are most appropriately
described by geometric deformations of the string world-
sheet. On the other hand, hard one-particle Goldstone
excitations can be thought of as gluons. The geometric
phase shift (2) arises in both descriptions, even though
the detailed underlying pictures are a bit di↵erent. In
the Goldstone language the time delay corresponding to
(2) arises as a consequence of the linear relation between
the energy of a string segment and its proper length L

[19],

L = `
2
sE .

In the gluon description it comes about in the same way
as in the D = 2 case—hard gluons overshoot each other,
proceed through the zigzag stage, and eventually get
turned back by a long string stretched between them.
This again results in a time delay proportional to the
collision energy. Both mechanisms are semiclassical in
nature, however, they are quite di↵erent. In particular,
the first one corresponds to a pure transmission, while
the latter is a total reflection. This di↵erence is not ob-
servable for identical particles. However, if we replace
one of the gluons with an adjoint (s)quark the di↵erence
becomes physically detectable.
To see yet another distinction consider, for simplicity,

theD = 3 case when the worldsheet carries a single stable

 A Cartoon of High-Energy Worldsheet Scattering

Asymptotic Freedom+Confinement=UV Integrability



✴Ultimate UV asymptotics is again dominated by 
semiclassical stretching of space-time (worldsheet) 

✴Interestingly, zigzag produces the same time 
delay as the low energy Nambu-Goto calculation  

✴However, the actual story appears to be more 
involved



Let’s consider D=3 pure glue giving rise to a theory of 
a single Goldstone boson on the worldsheet 3

Re s

Im s

FIG. 2: An integration contour for the dispersion relation (5).

(and massless) excitation, and write a dispersion relation
for the corresponding two-particle S-matrix S2(s),

I
ds

S
0
2(s)

sS2(s)
= 2⇡i

X

zeros

1

s
. (5)

Here the integration contour goes around the upper half-
plane of the Mandelstam variable s, and the sum in the
r.h.s. is over zeros of S2 there, see Fig. 2. Very similar
dispersion relations appear in the derivation of the su-
perluminality bound [31], in the proof of the a-theorem
[32] and in the recent work on the S-matrix bootstrap
[33, 34]. The integral in (5) receives contributions from
the pole at s = 0 where

S2(s ! 0) ⇡ 1 + i`
2
IRs/4 + . . . ,

from the cut along the real axis and from the semicircle
at infinity, where

S2(s ! 1) ⇠ e
i`2UV s/4

.

Altogether, (5) translates into the following positivity
bound,

`
2
IR � `

2
UV = �

4

⇡

Z 1

0

log |S2|
2

s2
+ 8i

X

zeros

1

s
� 0 . (6)

The inequality in (6) follows from unitarity (implying
that the integral term is non-negative) and from crossing
symmetry, which ensures that each zero at s0 is either
purely imaginary or accompanied by another one at �s

⇤
0

(implying that the sum term is non-negative).
We see that the time delay due to hard zigzag scatter-

ing (controlled by `
2
UV ) is always shorter than the time

delay characterizing scattering of soft semiclassical modes
of the same total energy (controlled by `

2
IR). At first sight

this mismatch is inconsistent with the simple geometric
picture of scattering advocated above, where the time
delay is always controlled by the tension of a long string
(i.e., by `

2
IR).

However, the discrepancy arising due to the integral
term in (6) has a natural physical interpretation. The in-
tegral term is related to particle production, which may
force colliding gluons to turn around earlier than in a

purely elastic regime. This may lead to a faster termina-
tion of the zigzag stage.
Interestingly, the string length `

2
s in the D = 3 Yang–

Mills, determined by fitting the slope of the leading Regge
trajectory of low lying glueballs, is significantly (by a
factor of ⇠ 1.27) smaller than the value of `2s measured
from the ground state energy of a long flux tube [17].
However, the latter corresponds to `

2
IR, while the former

is more naturally associated with `
2
UV , so the bound (6)

suggests a natural resolution of this puzzle.
It will be interesting to see what this implies for the

spectrum of particle produced in the worldsheet scatter-
ing. It should be possible to estimate its properties given
that the zigzag stage is characterized by a long period
of constant acceleration, suggesting the possibility of a
quasithermal spectrum. This is another clear call for a
gravitational reformulation of the theory.
Let us point out yet another geometric source of soft

particle production, which should also be possible to ac-
count for. At D > 2 one does not expect the hard col-
lision to be exactly collinear. There always will be a
(small) scattering angle. As a result the zigzag is not
precisely aligned with the string, which translates in a
certain emission spectrum of soft Goldstones.
On the other hand, it appears impossible to accom-

modate the zeros’ contribution in (6) into a geometric
description of scattering. In fact, as proven in [16], ze-
ros are absent in the integrable case, leaving the shock
wave S-matrix as the only option for an integrable
D = 3 S-matrix compatible with the non-linearly re-
alized Poincaré symmetry. It will be interesting to see
whether zeros may be excluded from first principles also
in a non-integrable case. If so, this will provide a sharp
version of the D = 3 ASA, which is actually well sup-
ported by the glueball spectroscopy [17].
Note that the D = 3 k-string lattice data [10] does

show the presence of massive resonances [7]. However,
these should disappear in the planar limit, when the
worldsheet theory becomes UV complete. In the pla-
nar limit a k-string reduces simply to k decoupled copies
of a fundamental string (assuming k is kept fixed; it is
unclear whether Nc ! 1 limit with fixed k/Nc gives rise
to a microscopic 2d theory).
We see that a copious production of soft particles is

likely to play an important role in understanding the
worldsheet scattering. This is especially natural in view
of the following reformulation of the gluon/Goldstone du-
ality1. It is instructive to think of a long string as a very
special highly symmetric hadronic state. Hard colliding
gluons (and adjoint (s)quarks, if present) are nothing but
valent partons of this hadron. The ground state of an in-

1 We thank Riccardo Rattazzi for suggesting this very instructive
viewpoint.
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Here the integration contour goes around the upper half-
plane of the Mandelstam variable s, and the sum in the
r.h.s. is over zeros of S2 there, see Fig. 2. Very similar
dispersion relations appear in the derivation of the su-
perluminality bound [31], in the proof of the a-theorem
[32] and in the recent work on the S-matrix bootstrap
[33, 34]. The integral in (5) receives contributions from
the pole at s = 0 where
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The inequality in (6) follows from unitarity (implying
that the integral term is non-negative) and from crossing
symmetry, which ensures that each zero at s0 is either
purely imaginary or accompanied by another one at �s

⇤
0

(implying that the sum term is non-negative).
We see that the time delay due to hard zigzag scatter-

ing (controlled by `
2
UV ) is always shorter than the time

delay characterizing scattering of soft semiclassical modes
of the same total energy (controlled by `

2
IR). At first sight

this mismatch is inconsistent with the simple geometric
picture of scattering advocated above, where the time
delay is always controlled by the tension of a long string
(i.e., by `

2
IR).

However, the discrepancy arising due to the integral
term in (6) has a natural physical interpretation. The in-
tegral term is related to particle production, which may
force colliding gluons to turn around earlier than in a

purely elastic regime. This may lead to a faster termina-
tion of the zigzag stage.
Interestingly, the string length `

2
s in the D = 3 Yang–

Mills, determined by fitting the slope of the leading Regge
trajectory of low lying glueballs, is significantly (by a
factor of ⇠ 1.27) smaller than the value of `2s measured
from the ground state energy of a long flux tube [17].
However, the latter corresponds to `

2
IR, while the former

is more naturally associated with `
2
UV , so the bound (6)

suggests a natural resolution of this puzzle.
It will be interesting to see what this implies for the

spectrum of particle produced in the worldsheet scatter-
ing. It should be possible to estimate its properties given
that the zigzag stage is characterized by a long period
of constant acceleration, suggesting the possibility of a
quasithermal spectrum. This is another clear call for a
gravitational reformulation of the theory.
Let us point out yet another geometric source of soft

particle production, which should also be possible to ac-
count for. At D > 2 one does not expect the hard col-
lision to be exactly collinear. There always will be a
(small) scattering angle. As a result the zigzag is not
precisely aligned with the string, which translates in a
certain emission spectrum of soft Goldstones.
On the other hand, it appears impossible to accom-

modate the zeros’ contribution in (6) into a geometric
description of scattering. In fact, as proven in [16], ze-
ros are absent in the integrable case, leaving the shock
wave S-matrix as the only option for an integrable
D = 3 S-matrix compatible with the non-linearly re-
alized Poincaré symmetry. It will be interesting to see
whether zeros may be excluded from first principles also
in a non-integrable case. If so, this will provide a sharp
version of the D = 3 ASA, which is actually well sup-
ported by the glueball spectroscopy [17].
Note that the D = 3 k-string lattice data [10] does

show the presence of massive resonances [7]. However,
these should disappear in the planar limit, when the
worldsheet theory becomes UV complete. In the pla-
nar limit a k-string reduces simply to k decoupled copies
of a fundamental string (assuming k is kept fixed; it is
unclear whether Nc ! 1 limit with fixed k/Nc gives rise
to a microscopic 2d theory).
We see that a copious production of soft particles is

likely to play an important role in understanding the
worldsheet scattering. This is especially natural in view
of the following reformulation of the gluon/Goldstone du-
ality1. It is instructive to think of a long string as a very
special highly symmetric hadronic state. Hard colliding
gluons (and adjoint (s)quarks, if present) are nothing but
valent partons of this hadron. The ground state of an in-
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viewpoint.
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[33, 34]. The integral in (5) receives contributions from
the pole at s = 0 where
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2
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that the integral term is non-negative) and from crossing
symmetry, which ensures that each zero at s0 is either
purely imaginary or accompanied by another one at �s

⇤
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(implying that the sum term is non-negative).
We see that the time delay due to hard zigzag scatter-

ing (controlled by `
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UV ) is always shorter than the time
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of the same total energy (controlled by `
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IR). At first sight
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picture of scattering advocated above, where the time
delay is always controlled by the tension of a long string
(i.e., by `
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However, the discrepancy arising due to the integral
term in (6) has a natural physical interpretation. The in-
tegral term is related to particle production, which may
force colliding gluons to turn around earlier than in a

purely elastic regime. This may lead to a faster termina-
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s in the D = 3 Yang–

Mills, determined by fitting the slope of the leading Regge
trajectory of low lying glueballs, is significantly (by a
factor of ⇠ 1.27) smaller than the value of `2s measured
from the ground state energy of a long flux tube [17].
However, the latter corresponds to `
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IR, while the former

is more naturally associated with `
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suggests a natural resolution of this puzzle.
It will be interesting to see what this implies for the

spectrum of particle produced in the worldsheet scatter-
ing. It should be possible to estimate its properties given
that the zigzag stage is characterized by a long period
of constant acceleration, suggesting the possibility of a
quasithermal spectrum. This is another clear call for a
gravitational reformulation of the theory.
Let us point out yet another geometric source of soft

particle production, which should also be possible to ac-
count for. At D > 2 one does not expect the hard col-
lision to be exactly collinear. There always will be a
(small) scattering angle. As a result the zigzag is not
precisely aligned with the string, which translates in a
certain emission spectrum of soft Goldstones.
On the other hand, it appears impossible to accom-

modate the zeros’ contribution in (6) into a geometric
description of scattering. In fact, as proven in [16], ze-
ros are absent in the integrable case, leaving the shock
wave S-matrix as the only option for an integrable
D = 3 S-matrix compatible with the non-linearly re-
alized Poincaré symmetry. It will be interesting to see
whether zeros may be excluded from first principles also
in a non-integrable case. If so, this will provide a sharp
version of the D = 3 ASA, which is actually well sup-
ported by the glueball spectroscopy [17].
Note that the D = 3 k-string lattice data [10] does

show the presence of massive resonances [7]. However,
these should disappear in the planar limit, when the
worldsheet theory becomes UV complete. In the pla-
nar limit a k-string reduces simply to k decoupled copies
of a fundamental string (assuming k is kept fixed; it is
unclear whether Nc ! 1 limit with fixed k/Nc gives rise
to a microscopic 2d theory).
We see that a copious production of soft particles is

likely to play an important role in understanding the
worldsheet scattering. This is especially natural in view
of the following reformulation of the gluon/Goldstone du-
ality1. It is instructive to think of a long string as a very
special highly symmetric hadronic state. Hard colliding
gluons (and adjoint (s)quarks, if present) are nothing but
valent partons of this hadron. The ground state of an in-
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Here the integration contour goes around the upper half-
plane of the Mandelstam variable s, and the sum in the
r.h.s. is over zeros of S2 there, see Fig. 2. Very similar
dispersion relations appear in the derivation of the su-
perluminality bound [31], in the proof of the a-theorem
[32] and in the recent work on the S-matrix bootstrap
[33, 34]. The integral in (5) receives contributions from
the pole at s = 0 where

S2(s ! 0) ⇡ 1 + i`
2
IRs/4 + . . . ,

from the cut along the real axis and from the semicircle
at infinity, where

S2(s ! 1) ⇠ e
i`2UV s/4

.

Altogether, (5) translates into the following positivity
bound,
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The inequality in (6) follows from unitarity (implying
that the integral term is non-negative) and from crossing
symmetry, which ensures that each zero at s0 is either
purely imaginary or accompanied by another one at �s

⇤
0

(implying that the sum term is non-negative).
We see that the time delay due to hard zigzag scatter-

ing (controlled by `
2
UV ) is always shorter than the time

delay characterizing scattering of soft semiclassical modes
of the same total energy (controlled by `

2
IR). At first sight

this mismatch is inconsistent with the simple geometric
picture of scattering advocated above, where the time
delay is always controlled by the tension of a long string
(i.e., by `

2
IR).

However, the discrepancy arising due to the integral
term in (6) has a natural physical interpretation. The in-
tegral term is related to particle production, which may
force colliding gluons to turn around earlier than in a

purely elastic regime. This may lead to a faster termina-
tion of the zigzag stage.
Interestingly, the string length `

2
s in the D = 3 Yang–

Mills, determined by fitting the slope of the leading Regge
trajectory of low lying glueballs, is significantly (by a
factor of ⇠ 1.27) smaller than the value of `2s measured
from the ground state energy of a long flux tube [17].
However, the latter corresponds to `

2
IR, while the former

is more naturally associated with `
2
UV , so the bound (6)

suggests a natural resolution of this puzzle.
It will be interesting to see what this implies for the

spectrum of particle produced in the worldsheet scatter-
ing. It should be possible to estimate its properties given
that the zigzag stage is characterized by a long period
of constant acceleration, suggesting the possibility of a
quasithermal spectrum. This is another clear call for a
gravitational reformulation of the theory.
Let us point out yet another geometric source of soft

particle production, which should also be possible to ac-
count for. At D > 2 one does not expect the hard col-
lision to be exactly collinear. There always will be a
(small) scattering angle. As a result the zigzag is not
precisely aligned with the string, which translates in a
certain emission spectrum of soft Goldstones.
On the other hand, it appears impossible to accom-

modate the zeros’ contribution in (6) into a geometric
description of scattering. In fact, as proven in [16], ze-
ros are absent in the integrable case, leaving the shock
wave S-matrix as the only option for an integrable
D = 3 S-matrix compatible with the non-linearly re-
alized Poincaré symmetry. It will be interesting to see
whether zeros may be excluded from first principles also
in a non-integrable case. If so, this will provide a sharp
version of the D = 3 ASA, which is actually well sup-
ported by the glueball spectroscopy [17].
Note that the D = 3 k-string lattice data [10] does

show the presence of massive resonances [7]. However,
these should disappear in the planar limit, when the
worldsheet theory becomes UV complete. In the pla-
nar limit a k-string reduces simply to k decoupled copies
of a fundamental string (assuming k is kept fixed; it is
unclear whether Nc ! 1 limit with fixed k/Nc gives rise
to a microscopic 2d theory).
We see that a copious production of soft particles is

likely to play an important role in understanding the
worldsheet scattering. This is especially natural in view
of the following reformulation of the gluon/Goldstone du-
ality1. It is instructive to think of a long string as a very
special highly symmetric hadronic state. Hard colliding
gluons (and adjoint (s)quarks, if present) are nothing but
valent partons of this hadron. The ground state of an in-
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Here the integration contour goes around the upper half-
plane of the Mandelstam variable s, and the sum in the
r.h.s. is over zeros of S2 there, see Fig. 2. Very similar
dispersion relations appear in the derivation of the su-
perluminality bound [31], in the proof of the a-theorem
[32] and in the recent work on the S-matrix bootstrap
[33, 34]. The integral in (5) receives contributions from
the pole at s = 0 where

S2(s ! 0) ⇡ 1 + i`
2
IRs/4 + . . . ,

from the cut along the real axis and from the semicircle
at infinity, where

S2(s ! 1) ⇠ e
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.
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The inequality in (6) follows from unitarity (implying
that the integral term is non-negative) and from crossing
symmetry, which ensures that each zero at s0 is either
purely imaginary or accompanied by another one at �s

⇤
0

(implying that the sum term is non-negative).
We see that the time delay due to hard zigzag scatter-

ing (controlled by `
2
UV ) is always shorter than the time

delay characterizing scattering of soft semiclassical modes
of the same total energy (controlled by `

2
IR). At first sight

this mismatch is inconsistent with the simple geometric
picture of scattering advocated above, where the time
delay is always controlled by the tension of a long string
(i.e., by `

2
IR).

However, the discrepancy arising due to the integral
term in (6) has a natural physical interpretation. The in-
tegral term is related to particle production, which may
force colliding gluons to turn around earlier than in a

purely elastic regime. This may lead to a faster termina-
tion of the zigzag stage.
Interestingly, the string length `

2
s in the D = 3 Yang–

Mills, determined by fitting the slope of the leading Regge
trajectory of low lying glueballs, is significantly (by a
factor of ⇠ 1.27) smaller than the value of `2s measured
from the ground state energy of a long flux tube [17].
However, the latter corresponds to `

2
IR, while the former

is more naturally associated with `
2
UV , so the bound (6)

suggests a natural resolution of this puzzle.
It will be interesting to see what this implies for the

spectrum of particle produced in the worldsheet scatter-
ing. It should be possible to estimate its properties given
that the zigzag stage is characterized by a long period
of constant acceleration, suggesting the possibility of a
quasithermal spectrum. This is another clear call for a
gravitational reformulation of the theory.
Let us point out yet another geometric source of soft

particle production, which should also be possible to ac-
count for. At D > 2 one does not expect the hard col-
lision to be exactly collinear. There always will be a
(small) scattering angle. As a result the zigzag is not
precisely aligned with the string, which translates in a
certain emission spectrum of soft Goldstones.
On the other hand, it appears impossible to accom-

modate the zeros’ contribution in (6) into a geometric
description of scattering. In fact, as proven in [16], ze-
ros are absent in the integrable case, leaving the shock
wave S-matrix as the only option for an integrable
D = 3 S-matrix compatible with the non-linearly re-
alized Poincaré symmetry. It will be interesting to see
whether zeros may be excluded from first principles also
in a non-integrable case. If so, this will provide a sharp
version of the D = 3 ASA, which is actually well sup-
ported by the glueball spectroscopy [17].
Note that the D = 3 k-string lattice data [10] does

show the presence of massive resonances [7]. However,
these should disappear in the planar limit, when the
worldsheet theory becomes UV complete. In the pla-
nar limit a k-string reduces simply to k decoupled copies
of a fundamental string (assuming k is kept fixed; it is
unclear whether Nc ! 1 limit with fixed k/Nc gives rise
to a microscopic 2d theory).
We see that a copious production of soft particles is

likely to play an important role in understanding the
worldsheet scattering. This is especially natural in view
of the following reformulation of the gluon/Goldstone du-
ality1. It is instructive to think of a long string as a very
special highly symmetric hadronic state. Hard colliding
gluons (and adjoint (s)quarks, if present) are nothing but
valent partons of this hadron. The ground state of an in-
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viewpoint.
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Naively, in conflict with the geometrical picture: 
UV time delay is not determined just by the IR tension 
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Here the integration contour goes around the upper half-
plane of the Mandelstam variable s, and the sum in the
r.h.s. is over zeros of S2 there, see Fig. 2. Very similar
dispersion relations appear in the derivation of the su-
perluminality bound [31], in the proof of the a-theorem
[32] and in the recent work on the S-matrix bootstrap
[33, 34]. The integral in (5) receives contributions from
the pole at s = 0 where
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The inequality in (6) follows from unitarity (implying
that the integral term is non-negative) and from crossing
symmetry, which ensures that each zero at s0 is either
purely imaginary or accompanied by another one at �s

⇤
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(implying that the sum term is non-negative).
We see that the time delay due to hard zigzag scatter-

ing (controlled by `
2
UV ) is always shorter than the time

delay characterizing scattering of soft semiclassical modes
of the same total energy (controlled by `

2
IR). At first sight

this mismatch is inconsistent with the simple geometric
picture of scattering advocated above, where the time
delay is always controlled by the tension of a long string
(i.e., by `
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However, the discrepancy arising due to the integral
term in (6) has a natural physical interpretation. The in-
tegral term is related to particle production, which may
force colliding gluons to turn around earlier than in a

purely elastic regime. This may lead to a faster termina-
tion of the zigzag stage.
Interestingly, the string length `
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s in the D = 3 Yang–

Mills, determined by fitting the slope of the leading Regge
trajectory of low lying glueballs, is significantly (by a
factor of ⇠ 1.27) smaller than the value of `2s measured
from the ground state energy of a long flux tube [17].
However, the latter corresponds to `
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IR, while the former

is more naturally associated with `
2
UV , so the bound (6)

suggests a natural resolution of this puzzle.
It will be interesting to see what this implies for the

spectrum of particle produced in the worldsheet scatter-
ing. It should be possible to estimate its properties given
that the zigzag stage is characterized by a long period
of constant acceleration, suggesting the possibility of a
quasithermal spectrum. This is another clear call for a
gravitational reformulation of the theory.
Let us point out yet another geometric source of soft

particle production, which should also be possible to ac-
count for. At D > 2 one does not expect the hard col-
lision to be exactly collinear. There always will be a
(small) scattering angle. As a result the zigzag is not
precisely aligned with the string, which translates in a
certain emission spectrum of soft Goldstones.
On the other hand, it appears impossible to accom-

modate the zeros’ contribution in (6) into a geometric
description of scattering. In fact, as proven in [16], ze-
ros are absent in the integrable case, leaving the shock
wave S-matrix as the only option for an integrable
D = 3 S-matrix compatible with the non-linearly re-
alized Poincaré symmetry. It will be interesting to see
whether zeros may be excluded from first principles also
in a non-integrable case. If so, this will provide a sharp
version of the D = 3 ASA, which is actually well sup-
ported by the glueball spectroscopy [17].
Note that the D = 3 k-string lattice data [10] does

show the presence of massive resonances [7]. However,
these should disappear in the planar limit, when the
worldsheet theory becomes UV complete. In the pla-
nar limit a k-string reduces simply to k decoupled copies
of a fundamental string (assuming k is kept fixed; it is
unclear whether Nc ! 1 limit with fixed k/Nc gives rise
to a microscopic 2d theory).
We see that a copious production of soft particles is

likely to play an important role in understanding the
worldsheet scattering. This is especially natural in view
of the following reformulation of the gluon/Goldstone du-
ality1. It is instructive to think of a long string as a very
special highly symmetric hadronic state. Hard colliding
gluons (and adjoint (s)quarks, if present) are nothing but
valent partons of this hadron. The ground state of an in-
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particle production worldsheet resonances

✴In the absence of particle production excludes 
resonances. Indeed,               is the only integrable phase 
shift compatible with target space Poincare symmetry. 

✴May be compatible with the presence of particle 
production, if the latter is an extensive long time process 
(~Unruh type radiation). Although I’m confused whether 
2->2 S-matrix is the right object to look at then. 

✴Suggests the absence of resonances, in agreement with 
lattice data for D=3 pure glue. Puzzling more generally. 

✴Feels one may learn more from this dispersion relation.
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At D=4 we encounter a very puzzling instance of the 
UV/IR meeting  

Two calculations in D=4 pure glue 

UV: Leading log violation of scale invariance 

�(↵s) = � 22
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IR: Leading particle production on the worldsheet 



Polchinski—Strominger generating functional for all 
one-loop amplitudes:
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matches the shift of the PS coefficient calculated 
neglecting the (s)quark masses

Zeroth order sanity check:  
In the presence of adjoint (s)quarks

4

FIG. 3: A very schematic drawing of the Wilson line as an

IR regulator. We fail to properly draw this using double line

notations. Also this is a Feynman diagram rather than a

space-time picture, so that the zigzag region is not manifest,

even though it is physically present.

finitely long string corresponds to a special hadron with
no valent dynamical partons at all (apart from the ex-
ternal charges at infinity). Given the crucial importance
of soft and collinear gluon emission in hadron physics it
is hardly surprising that soft inelastic processes play an
important role on the worldsheet.

Given that the Goldstone amplitudes are IR finite, a
yet another way to think about the present setup is that
in the planar limit a Wilson line at infinity, associated
with a pair of external charges, provides a very special IR
regulator enforcing strictly collinear kinematics. In this
language massless Goldstones correspond to jets of hard
gluons dressed by collinear radiation, while soft gluons
form the string worldsheet, see Fig. 3.

All of these viewpoints strongly suggest that the world-
sheet scattering is related to perturbative QCD (includ-
ing, in particular, gluon scattering amplitudes and soft
and colliniear splitting functions) in a very direct way.
We feel that a detailed understanding of this relation is
the next natural step in solving the riddle of confining
strings.

As a first step in this direction let us revisit two-
particle scattering on the worldsheet with an eye on a
possible connection to perturbative QCD. The key char-
acteristic feature of the tree level 2 ! 2 scattering in
the D = 4 Nambu–Goto theory is the absence of anni-
hilations and reflections—the tree level 2 ! 2 S-matrix
describes pure transmission [5]. It is natural to reformu-
late this property in the helicity basis. Let us introduce

complex combinations of the Goldstone fields

X = X
x + iX

y
, X̄ = X

x
� iX

y
,

where as before we are considering a long string stretched
in z direction. Then @+X and @�X̄ correspond to helic-
ity plus string excitations, and @+X̄ and @�X to helicity
minus (here @± = @t ± @z). As a consequence of pure
transmission the @+X@�X̄ ! @�X@+X̄ amplitude van-
ishes. Interestingly, the tree level 2 ! 2 gluon amplitude
also exhibits the same property (see, e.g., [35] for a re-
view),

A
tree
4 (+,+,+,+) = 0 .

At the moment it is hard to tell whether this similarity
is coincidental or not. Clearly, the two calculations have
very di↵erent regimes of applicability. The Goldstone
calculation applies at the leading order in derivative ex-
pansion, while the gluon result is a tree level approxima-
tion applicable at high energies when the gauge theory
description is weakly coupled. Note that multiparticle
tree-level Nambu–Goto amplitudes are integrable (i.e.,
there is no particle production). It will be interesting to
understand what is the counterpart of this integrability
in the multigluon scattering, if any.
The Nambu–Goto integrability is broken at the one-

loop order by a universal rational term [5]. This term is
closely related to the Weyl anomaly of non-critical strings
[36] and was first derived by Polchinski and Strominger
(PS) [37], even though at the time it was not recognized
as a contribution to the scattering amplitude (a modern
exposition of the PS formalism is presented in [38], and its
precise relation to the worldsheet scattering is explained
in [17]). At the level of two-particle scattering this term
translates into the following annihilation amplitude (we
use the same normalization as in [7]),

Aann =
26�D
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Given the present context it is impossible to ignore that
at D = 4 the prefactor in (7) coincides with the gluonic
contribution into the QCD �-function [39, 40],

�(↵s) = �
22� nsc � 4nf
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where we used the PDG conventions [41] and included
also a contribution from nsc Hermitian adjoint squarks
and nf Weyl adjoint quarks. As a zeroth order check
that this coincidence is not an obvious numerology let
us see whether massless adjoint (s)quarks a↵ect the PS
amplitude in the same way as the �-function.
Following the mapping (3) a Hermitian adjoint squark

translates into an additional real scalar field � on the
worldsheet. Its leading order interactions with the Gold-
stones are

S� = �
1

2

Z
p
�hh
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The project of the explanation is that the leading 
particle production is the factorized long time process 

(~zigzag Unruh radiation/~gluon splitting)

Suggests the positivity bound on the PS coefficient



Instead of conclusions: 

UV

IR


